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CAPRA Education Day 
May 31st 2007 

DoubleTree International Plaza Hotel, Toronto 
 
Meeting minutes from Breakout Session:  
Common Deficiencies in NDSs, SNDSs and CTAs at BGTD 
Presenters: Georgette Roy - Manager, Biotherapeutics Regulatory Affairs 

Dr. Jian Wang – Chief, Clinical Evaluation Biotherapeutics Products (Centre for                                       
the Evaluation of Biotherapeutics & Radiopharmaceuticals) 

       Dr. Kwok Him Yeung – Senior Reviewer/Chemistry & Manufacturing (Centre for 
       Biologics Evaluation) 
      Christopher Antonio - Unit Head, Quality and ADR 
 
1. Since most discrepancies are found during screening, could BGTD share the checklist with 
the industry? 
 
At screening, BGTD uses a checklist that officers complete. Checklist, report and executive 
summary, when completed are sent to the Unit Heads for final review, and then are sent to the 
review division with the submission, if the submission is deemed acceptable for review. 
This checklist comes from ICH – C&M, and quality sections. It includes the following criteria:  

• 3-5 Batches for analysis 
• Cleaning process 
• Process validation 

 
BGTD no longer accepts COMMITMENTS for batches for analysis, cleaning process and 
process validation. A screening deficiency will be sent if they are missing. 
 
2. Since industry needs 12 months of stability, and only 9 months are available, is it possible to 
submit a commitment? 
 
Since ICH asks for 6 months, 6 months real time and 6 months accelerated will be accepted for 
NDSs. For SNDSs, 3 months real time, accelerated will be accepted. 
 
3. In recent months it has been difficult to get a pre-NDS meeting date very quickly (up to 3 
months wait for a meeting for priority review products at TPD). Will HC do something about 
this, since the meeting should be held within 30 days as per guidance? 
 
BGTD pre meetings are usually held within a reasonable time frame and are not aware of any 
meeting having been held 3 months after a request was made. The problem that Health Canada is 
facing is that the number of pre-NDS and pre-SNDS meetings has increased, and number of 
experts required has not increased, so it is difficult to find dates that work for both the sponsors 
and reviewers. As soon as a request is received, invitations are sent to reviewers. BGTD will 
bring this issue forward internally at HC for discussion. 
 
According to guidance – 2 weeks prior to meeting is the package delivery deadline. BGTD should 
at least receive them 2 weeks before the meeting to discuss internally. Specific questions should 
be included in the meeting package, which will be discussed internally prior to the meeting. 
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4. Could BGTD clarify the reasoning for the NOD issued to show failure to demonstrate 
bioequivalence? 
 
BGTD does not accept any generic applications for biologics. For subsequent entry biologics 
(SEB), no policy, regulations or guidance have been put in place yet. However, bioequivalence 
can be used if the type (liquid to powder) or route(s) of administration has changed for other 
biologics. 
 
Since there is no guidance from the BGTD the TPD guidance should be used and that criteria 
followed (e.g. for Cmax and AUCt ensure ranges which are within 80-125%). This is the standard! 
The issue with bioequivalence is that companies do not know or follow the requirements for HC, 
since our policy is different from the EMEA and FDA. Many cases for hormones and other 
products receive NODs because the studies were not conducted to HCs requirements. 
 
5. Could BGTD give more clarification with regards to development of analytical method in 
early clinical trials (qualified to fully validated method). It is unclear to small companies for 
example: “if we are applying GLPs, and then samples from clinical are received what 
conditions do we test this under?” 
 
For CTA, BGTD does not require validation of analytical methods, since new products need new 
analytical methods. As soon as a NDS is going to be filed, full validation is required. If clinical 
laboratory is reliable, the methods do not have to be fully validated for CTA.  However, the 
methods used have to be reproducible and precise. 
 
Lot release guidelines for vaccines state that BGTD may perform lot release testing before the 
product can be used in clinical trials. A lot of companies do not submit samples before the clinical 
trial is started. 
 
With regards to new antibody tests for immunogenicity, new assays for product are needed and 
therefore complete validation is not required.  
 
Analytical methods are needed for C/M requirements, as well as clinical primary endpoint for 
clinical trials. For clinical trials, if the measured product is part of the primary endpoints the 
methodology needs to be sensitive, specific and accurate.  
 
6. Could BGTD elaborate on how the yearly biologic product reviews are managed. 
 
Since the timeline for review of Yearly Biologic Product Reports (YBPR) is not regulated, an 
arbitrary review time of 90 days was assigned. Of approximately 145 received YBPR, maybe 
50% have been reviewed up to date, since reviewers have been working on CTAs, NDSs and 
SNDSs. Reviewers look at them carefully. YBPRs will be acknowledged by RAD. The value, 
timeline, type of information, and amount of information required will be addressed at the 
CAPRA symposium in the fall. 
 
7. As the YBPRs are looked at, does BGTD go to the sponsor for questions?  
 
BGTD looks at all the data presented, especially consistency and stability. Since some of the 
vaccines take about 3 months to release because of testing, BGTD wishes to reduce the time 
needed for lot release, yet making sure that products are safe for Canadians. The YBPRs help 
BGTD to make a risk assessment of the product. After looking at a YBPR, BGTD can decide 
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whether or not to reduce the amount of tests, as well as the number of samples required for testing 
for lot release.  
 
Industry is reminded to send samples only when workers are present at the BGTD labs (i.e. before 
5pm). If no one is available until Monday, and cold chain is broken, BGTD has to ask for more 
samples.  BGTD does accept samples on Friday.  
 
 
8. Could BGTD elaborate on the need of both the YBPR and the requirement for the 
submission of L3 changes? Will they eventually be linked? 
 
Since YBPRs are new to HC, and still in the development phase, BGTD requires both the YBPR 
and the L3 changes. The YBPR may eventually replace the annual report. 
 
9. As per the post approval changes guidance document: One type of supporting data in the 
case of validation (process or cleaning process) is a summary report OR a progress report. 
Could BGTD clarify which is more appropriate?  
 
If a summary report is not clear, protocols are requested. E.g.if industry does not have data to 
support a summary, HC will ask for protocols. The summary report should define that the 
protocol is validated and should be well supported (pertaining to what is checked, and the actual 
data) for BGTD not to request protocols. During an On-site Evaluation (OSE), BGTD might ask 
for protocols.  
 
At screening, screeners will look for a progress report or a summary report with actual results. 
Reviewers might request for protocols during the review.  
 
10. Summary reports were sent, and a screening clarifax was received asking for protocols. 
How should one address this type of request? 
 
BGTD realizes that certain reviewers like to see protocols. If there are any questions, officers will 
discuss these with the reviewers, and if the reviewer wants the protocol, the reviewer will ask the 
officer to send this request.  
 
Weekly meetings are held in the Regulatory Affairs Devision (RAD) between the managers and 
regulatory project officers to discuss submissions in screening and in the review queue and to 
discuss any problems encountered. These meetings are used for both education and knowledge 
exchange. Training sessions are organized to ensure all regulatory project officers are looking for 
the same things at screening and are processing them the same way. If there are discrepancies in 
approach, these are addressed. This helps to ensure consistency in screening and project planning 
of submissions. 
 
If protocols are referenced in the summary report, they should be added as an appendix (printed 
or electronic). 
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11. Should a validation report include a protocol? 
 
Validation reports should be based on a protocol. 
 
12. Why would there be a situation if a protocol is not available? 
 
BGTD knows that the protocols are required, but sometimes not readily available to companies at 
the time of filing, hence a summary of data is acceptable. 
 
13. Should only the Clinical Report forms that are requested according to ICH be sent? 
 
BGTD received a lot of calls from sponsors on this issue. BGTD’s accepts CRFs according to 
ICH.  
 
The following reports are required: severe (death) and unexpected adverse reactions. Others 
should be available. HC appreciates the fact that most companies are international, and therefore 
some doctors might want to see the reports. Quite often, these reports are not available, and they 
should be since they are created for every clinical trial. They do not have to be submitted, but 
must be available. Can be submitted in hard or electronic format.  
 
BGTD requests that module 2 be sent in UNLOCKED electronic format! 
 
14. Is BGTD ready for e-CTD? 
 
e-CTD helps a lot, but the problem is that when BGTD tries to work with it, reviewers cannot cut 
and paste locked electronic files. If locked and unlocked files in PDF, Word Perfect or Word 
format can be provided, “life would be much easier” for the reviewer to write his/her report. 
Files become too big if the reviewer has to scan figures and/or tables from the submission in 
order to include them in the review report. And this is why second reviewers can’t open the files 
to help reach a decision. 
 
The reasoning for locked file is: “don’t touch and change” for security reason. BGTD suggests 
that industry send identical locked and unlocked format, where the locked becomes original. 
Electronic Security of files is important for HC, and this is being discussed at the senior 
management level. 
 
A full e-CTD was not conducted as of yet.  
 
15. When will HC be ready to receive a full e-CTD only? 
 
New tools have been selected and purchased and will be implemented soon. Not many e-CTDs 
have been received at BGTD. HC encourages e-CTD and co-submission, so that BGTD can get 
more experience.  
 
16. Could BGTD elaborate on the acceptability of documents in French vs. English? Is French 
acceptable for 100% of the review? 
 
Yes. If it’s documents for review, either language is fine. There have been instances in the release 
testing labs recently where the English and French versions sent were different. Original 
documents in either of the languages are fine since BGTD will follow the company’s protocol in 
order to complete Lot release testing before they can create their own protocol.  
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17. Is French only acceptable? 
 
It is acceptable. BGTD has Reviewers and Screeners that are fully fluent in both official 
languages.  
 
18. Will questions be raised for translations? 
  
BGTD has only received full submissions in French for CTAs. No full submissions in pre-market 
review stage have been received in French only! A lot of companies aim at international market 
and hence they want, and send English submissions. For Quebec blood products, everything is in 
French, but it is industry’s choice to provide, French or English.  
 
If a manufacturing site is French and a question arises and they have the document in French 
only, BGTD will accept this.  
 
19. Could BGTD elaborate why batch records are also requested during OSEs? 
  
During the review, 3 consecutive batch records are required (3 consecutive lots).  
During OSE BGTD will ask for the batch records when they see some issues (e.g., Out of Scope 
situations (OOS)) and will ask for the records for that product specifically. Sometimes there is 
also a time crunch during the review, and therefore the batch records are easier to address at the 
OSE more carefully and in more detail. 
 
20. CPIDs are supplied for YBPR, for annual reports, NCs, etc. Is it possible for BGTD to send 
industry an official approval so that industry will know when further changes can be made? 
 
YBPR should have an official approval that is sent out. L3 changes are reviewed at screening and 
then reviewed. Once OK is received, then an “acceptable” letter will be sent out. BGTD suggests 
that L3 are sent with the NC at the same time, so that they’re looked at the same time. For any 
SNDS/ NCs, industry is to highlight changes that haven’t been approved previously. 
 
21. Cleaning validation is part of GMP in other regions, and so they’re part of OSE. Any plans 
to include this in inspection? 
 
Yes, cleaning validation has to be submitted in the submission and will be looked at during OSE. 
OSE is product specific, and so cleaning validation for the specific product that industry is 
seeking approval for, needs to be validated at time of review. 
 
OSE product specifics might overlap GMPs. If it is a multipurpose facility, cleaning validation 
will be requested. So cleaning between batches and cleaning between products will be looked at. 
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22. BGTD is to clarify if GMP inspections will be accepted in lieu of an OSE?  
 
Yes, if there is a mutual agreement between the countries GMP inspections are accepted in lieu of 
OSE. Otherwise the local authority is usually invited to go to the OSE with the BGTD. 
 
Messages from BGTD: 
 
Validation: If industry can expand to give more information, then no clarifaxes would be 
required. 
 
Rationale: Provide a few lines to explain reasoning for something that is not available or not 
analyzed, so that questions do not need to be asked. 
 
Stability: BGTD prefers real-time stability data.  
 
Chemicals and reagents: If they are asked for, then industry has to send them in the complete 
package! BGTD wants to verify test method and protocol to release product, and then does its 
own development on it later. 
 
Do not send research products as samples!!! 
 


